Bolt LED Exit - Snap fit

Open for Wiring

Ceiling mount

Wall mount

Press both ends

Wire connection

Ceiling mount wire entry

Strip
10mm
ICK

Terminal block should be placed
as shown above.

CL

This side bottom

Mains supply wiring terminals should be
tightened between 0.4 Nm to 0.6 Nm.

Wall mounting knockout (option)
ICK

CL

Changing decals

Press both ends

■ Slide the Opal diffuser up then remove
the decals and replace as required.
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Bolt LED Exit - Snap fit

CLICK
CLICK

CLICK

CLICK

Accessories

Anti-tamper kit (Cat.No: 659460)

Suspension Rod kit

*

■ On both sides, mark the pilot hole (Ø 2.5mm) into the housing

using the brackets provided. Then fix the brackets with screws.

*Refer to datasheet for the length of the suspension rod.
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Bolt LED Exit - Snap fit

Wall L- bracket (Cat.No: 659459)

Wire suspension kit (Cat.No: 686216)

Fix the screws from inside (screws provided with the kit)
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Bolt LED Exit - Slide Connect

Open for Wiring
Ceiling mount

Wall mount

Wire connection

Ceiling mount wire entry

NOT CONNECTED

Black/Blue
Green/Yellow

Red/Brown

Wall mounting knockout (option)

NOT CONNECTED

Strip
10mm

Mains supply wiring terminals should be
tightened between 0.4 Nm to 0.6 Nm.

Changing decals

■ Slide the Opal diffuser up then remove
the decals and replace as required.
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Bolt LED Exit - Slide Connect

CLICK

CLICK

CLICK

Accessories
Wall L- bracket (Cat.No: 686215)
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Bolt LED Exit - Slide Connect

Anti-tamper kit (Cat.No: 659460)

Rod suspension kit

*

■ On both sides, mark the pilot hole (Ø 2.5mm) into the housing

using the brackets provided. Then fix the brackets with screws.

*Refer to datasheet for the length of the suspension rod.

Wire suspension kit (Cat.No: 686216)
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Bracket

Fix the screws from inside (screws provided with the kit)
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